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Overpopulation &
Deforestation

Sunburn City

What happens
when forests

vanish?

Did you know? One tree can produce enough
oxygen for 2 people in a year!

What if we didn’t have trees?
Losing trees means losing oxygen factories. With

fewer trees, the amount of oxygen in the air
would gradually decrease, making it harder for

us and other living things to breathe. It 's l ike
slowly turning down the volume on your air

supply!

Imagine Earth losing its giant leafy umbrellas! Without
trees, the sun's hot rays bake the ground too much,

making rivers disappear and turning playgrounds into
dusty deserts.

Grumpy Gills
Trees love soaking up rain and sharing it with rivers and

streams. No trees? No sharing! Rivers shrink, fish get
grumpy with thirst, and everyone misses juicy

watermelons in summer.

Hungry House Hunters
Animals like pandas and sloths have homes in the leafy

branches. Chop down the trees, and they're like lost keys,
searching for a new place to live. Some might even

disappear forever!

Cloudy Coughs
Trees are nature's air purifiers, cleaning up dust and

smoke. No cleaners? The air gets all dirty and scratchy,
making even the strongest superhero cough like a kitten.

Wild Weather Wobble
Trees hold soil in place, like friendly giants with gentle

hands. No giants? When rain comes, the soil washes away,
causing floods and landslides, like a messy playground

after a water-balloon fight.

WhatWhat

YouYou

Be a Super Planter!

Become a Super Planter and grow a
world filled with playful animals,

cool rain showers, and fresh air! You
hold the power to turn tiny seeds

into mighty tree heroes, so grab your
friends and get planting

When we have trees we
get

When we have trees we
get

Fruit FrenzyTrees love giving us yummy apples,
oranges, and mangoes.

Cool Critter
Clubhouse

Trees are like leafy apartment
buildings for animals.

Rainy Rainbow
Playground

The raindrops dance on leaves and
make sparkly puddles to splash in. 

Whisper World

Ever felt a gentle
breeze tickle your
nose? That's trees

whispering secrets to
the wind! A breeze on a

hot day is the best!

Can Do!Can Do!

Uh Oh, No TreesUh Oh, No Trees
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